Fireworks 2017 - A cracking time of the year

Bringing a Warm Cheer
The Shed has made
an ambitious bid to
secure some serious

News in Brief

money for improving
its heating. But we
need your help to do

UK Men's Sheds

this. We have

Association

submitted a bid to the

SHEDDERFAIR

Aviva Community
Fund but are up
against stiff competition. We need you to register your
votes, and hopefully those of friends and family, in
support of our bid. Go to this link to start the process.
It takes less than 5 minutes to register and cast your
votes. No excuses help us to help ourselves. And
pass on the link to your friend and family.

Thursday 23 November in

A Great Visit
Milton
Keynes Community
foundation along with
a number of their
financial supporters
visited the Shed in
September. They were well impressed with the Shed
thanks to a good turnout of Shedders on the day.
They recently funded us over £1000 to enable the
training of four members who in turn can instruct
Shedders on the safe operation of the wood
machinery.

Northampton Guildhall UKMSA will
hold its AGM in the morning at
10am and an event will follow in the
Great Hall and Court Room from
12pm. The free event will take
place to celebrate a fantastic year
of Shedding and to launch some
exciting new products and services
from UK Men’s Sheds Association.
You will be welcomed with a buffet
lunch and will be able to meet and
mingle with Shedders from across
the UK. For booking arrangements
and go to the latest Shoulder to
Shoulder newsletter.

Your Chance to Help the

Open All Hours

Community
The Shed currently has a number of community
projects on the go or in the pipeline. This is your
chance to do a little to help others. These include:
- A notice board for the MacIntyre charity, for siting on
their allotment. Bernie, with some help, is well under
way with that.
- Planters for Wolverton & Greenleys Town Council.
This will be an ongoing project.
- Equipment painting for the Play Association, another
charity sited just over the back from the Shed.
You are encouraged to get involved on these projects.
Talk or send an email to Peter about them.

Well not quite, but more hours if
you want them. Remember the

Still Playing Russian Roulette?

Shed is already open from as early
as 8.30 (thanks to Mark) through to
near midnight on a Monday and
Wednesday, and 4 p.m on a Friday.
If you want to use the Shed on
other occasions, remember we
have a Lone Working policy (no

The recent event you were invited to in Wolverton for

solitary working) but all you need to

Prostate Cancer testing resulted in some 10 out of

do is encourage an existing key

near 100 men identified with potential problems. The

holder to open and lock up and

Shed has more than 50 men over 50 years of age

more than one of you in attendance

apparently free of prostate cancer, but you can

at all time. The key holders list can

imagine there could be 5 of then walking around not

be found in the office/den pinned

knowing they had the condition. Just to prove the

on the wall. If you make such

point, last week another member was diagnosed with

arrangement broadcast it to others

the condition. Get it diagnosed early and you have a

by writing up the arrangement on

great chance of survival, leave it to late and ........ So

the new whiteboard which will

next time you are offered a chance to get tested,

shortly be installed on the front

DO IT!

inner door to the Shed.

So you think we are the

Talking of Training and Other

only Shed in the area?

things

You will be surprised at how many

The Shed isn't very smart at communicating what's

Sheds have popped up in our area,

going on. A third of the older members aren't on email

some with our help. Click on the

so won't immediately see this newsletter. Pass on the

map to see more details.

details to them. To help improve things we have for
some time had in the pipeline the idea of having an
electronic notice board, much as you see in your GP's
surgery. In addition we are going to have a small
whiteboard on the front door to the Shed,
advertising when the likes of machine and first aid
training are going to take place, and where you can
sign up. The Shed also opens on extra days. These
too will be posted there.

Man Flu, we know it’s real!
Thinking of our fellow

Donate, Please!

Shedders in Melbourne, it’s
reported in our papers that
"Australia is experiencing its
worst ever flu season with the
total number of cases so far
exceeding 70,000. Experts
are calling on everyone who
hasn’t already had a flu shot

Remember you can very easily

to get it done to help prevent further cases." So if you

donate to the Shed and help it

haven't yet had your flue jab, what are you waiting

remain a going concern, by going

for, to fall a victim to it?

to this link. Thank you.

Shed briefings
Just a reminder, the first of Wednesday of the month
at 12 noon there is a short Shed meeting to bring all
interested up to date on developments and
happenings in the Shed. The next meeting is
Wednesday 1st November.
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"Australia is experiencing its
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to get it done to help prevent further cases." So if you

donate to the Shed and help it

haven't yet had your flue jab, what are you waiting

remain a going concern, by going

for, to fall a victim to it?

to this link. Thank you.
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Just a reminder, the first of Wednesday of the month
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interested up to date on developments and
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submitted a bid to the
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Aviva Community
Fund but are up
against stiff competition. We need you to register your
votes, and hopefully those of friends and family, in
support of our bid. Go to this link to start the process.
It takes less than 5 minutes to register and cast your
votes. No excuses help us to help ourselves. And
pass on the link to your friend and family.
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A Great Visit
Milton
Keynes Community
foundation along with
a number of their
financial supporters
visited the Shed in
September. They were well impressed with the Shed
thanks to a good turnout of Shedders on the day.
They recently funded us over £1000 to enable the
training of four members who in turn can instruct
Shedders on the safe operation of the wood
machinery.

Northampton Guildhall UKMSA will
hold its AGM in the morning at
10am and an event will follow in the
Great Hall and Court Room from
12pm. The free event will take
place to celebrate a fantastic year
of Shedding and to launch some
exciting new products and services
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You will be welcomed with a buffet
lunch and will be able to meet and
mingle with Shedders from across
the UK. For booking arrangements
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chance to do a little to help others. These include:
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way with that.
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